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Ordering Vital Tears High Concentration--New Orders for New Patients
Logging in

www.vitaltears.org
Click on physican portal

Log in

New order, new patient

Click on new order

Click on new patient

Complete all required
fields for the patient
details and click save

Opens to Order History

Choose high concentration
and it will allow dilution
percentages of 50, 75, or
100 percent. You still have
the option for the other
percentages by choosing
single or subscription
Enter the number of drops
per day and which eye to
apply the drops and
number of refills
An estimated supply
length will be calculated

Enter your who is
submitting the order and
click submit

Print the blood requistion
for blood collect form by
clicking print. Provide this
to the patient to present
when they have their blood
drawn

Then click order details
and blood collection
locations to for
information on where the
patient obtain a blood
draw

You can print this off for
the patient to assist them
with finding a facility.
Click done when you are
finished

Ordering Vital Tears High Concentration--New Orders for Existing Patients

Logging in

www.vitaltears.org
Click on physican portal

Log in

New order, existing patient

For existing patients, you
can search for the patient's
name in the search bar or
click on the previous order
in the order history

It will take you to the order
for the patient. Click on
view details

Opens to Order History

Click on reorder

You can update any of the
information for the order
You can also prescribe a
lower dilution by clicking
on the single or
subscription

Enter your who is
submitting the order and
click submit

Click to confirm that the
information is correct

Print the blood requistion
for blood collect form by
clicking print. Provide this
to the patient to present
when they have their blood
drawn

Then click order details
and blood collection
locations to for
information on where the
patient obtain a blood
draw

You can print this off for
the patient to assist them
with finding a facility.
Click done when you are
finished

